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Abstract Power transformers represent the largest portion of capital investment in transmission

and distribution substations. One of the most important parameters governing a transformer’s life

expectancy is the hot spot temperature value. The aim of this paper is to introduce hot-spot and

top-oil temperature model as top oil and hot spot temperature rise over ambient temperature model

and thermal model under liner and non-linear loads. For more accurate temperature calculations, in

this paper thermal dynamic model by MATLAB is used to calculate the power transformer temper-

ature. The hot spot, top oil and loss life of power transformer under harmonics load are calculated.

The measured temperatures of 25 MVA, 66/11 kV, ONAF cooling temperatures are compared with

the suggested dynamic model.
� 2012 Ain Shams University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

The models used for top oil and hot spot temperature calcula-

tions are described in IEC and IEEE loading guides [1,2].
According to the IEC 354 loading guide for oil immersed
power transformers [1], the hotspot temperature in a trans-

former winding is the sum of three components: the ambient
temperature rise, the top oil temperature rise, and the hot spot
temperature rise over the top oil temperature.

During a transient period, the hot spot temperature rise

over the top oil temperature varies instantaneously with trans-
former loading, independently of time. The variation of the
top oil temperature is described by an exponential equation

based on a time constant (oil time constant) [3,4].
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The winding hot spot temperature is considered to be the
most important parameter in determining the transformer
loading capability. It determines the insulation loss of life

and the potential risk of releasing gas bubbles during a severe
overload condition. This has increased the importance of
knowing the hot spot temperature at each moment of the

transformer operation at different loading conditions and var-
iable ambient temperature.

2. Top oil power transformer temperature model

The model for top oil temperature rise over ambient tempera-
ture captures that an increase in the loading current of the

transformer will result in an increase in the losses within the
device and thus an increase in the overall temperature. This
temperature change depends upon the overall thermal time

constant of the transformer, which in turn depends upon the
heat capacity of the transformer, i.e. the mass of the core, coils,
and oil, and the rate of heat transfer out of the transformer. As
a function of time, the temperature change is modelled as a

first-order exponential response from the initial temperature
state to the final temperature state as given in the following
equation (1) [5,6].

DHTOil ¼ ½DHOu � DHOi�½1� e�t=TTO � þ DHOi ð1Þ

Where DHoi is the initial temperature rise, DHou is the final

(ultimate) temperature rise, TTo is the top oil time constant, t
is time referenced to the time of the loading change and DHToil

is the top oil temperature rise over ambient temperature vari-

able. Eq. (1) is the solution of the following first-order differ-
ential equation [6]:

TTO

dDHTOil

dt
¼ DHOu � DHTOil; DHTOilð0Þ ¼ DHOi ð2Þ

In the IEEE model, the final (ultimate) temperature rise de-
pends upon the loading and approximately can be obtained
by the following equation [6]:

DHOu ¼ DHfi

K2Rþ 1

Rþ 1

� �n
ð3Þ

Where DHfi is the full load top oil temperature rise over ambi-

ent temperature obtained from an off-line test. R is the ratio of
load loss at rated load to no-load loss. K is the ratio of the
specified load to rated load K ¼ I

Irated
, and n is an empirically de-

rived exponent that depends on the cooling method. The load-

ing guide recommends the use of n = 0.8 for natural
convection and n = 0.9–1.0 for forced cooling. Eqs. (1) and
(3) form the IEEE top oil temperature rise over ambient tem-

perature thermal model.
The top-oil time constant at the considered load is given by

the following [2]:

TTO ¼
Cth-oil � DHToil

qtot;rated
� 60 ð4Þ

Where TTO is the rated top-oil time constant in minutes, DHoil

is the rated top-oil temperature rise over ambient temperature,
qtot,rated is the total supplied losses (total losses) in watts (W), at

rated load and Cth-oil is the equivalent thermal capacitance of
the transformer oil (Wh/�C).

The equivalent thermal capacitance of the transformer oil is
given by the following equations [2]:
Please cite this article in press as: Gouda OE et al., Predicting tr
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Where Moil is the weight of the oil in kilograms (kg).
This equation is based on observations from heat run tests

and implicitly taking into account the effect of the metallic
parts as well. It is suggested to be used when the mass of the
transformer fluid is the only known information.

2.1. Hot spot temperature model

As well known an increase in the transformer current will re-
sult in an increase in the losses and thus an increase in the

oil and winding temperature [7,8]. The hot spot rise is calcu-
lated as a first order exponential response from the initial tem-
perature state to the final temperature state [9].

DHH ¼ ½DHHu � DHHi�½1� e�t=TH � þ DHHi ð6Þ

Where DHHi is the initial temperature rise, DHHu is the final

(ultimate) temperature rise, TH is the hot spot time constant,
t is time referenced to the time of the loading change and
DHH is the hot spot temperature rise over top oil temperature

variable. Eq. (6) is the solution of the first-order differential
equation

TH

dDHH

dt
¼ DHHu � DHH ð7Þ

DHHu ¼ DHH-R½K�2m ð8Þ

Where DHH-R is the rated hot spot temperature rise over top

oil temperature and m is an empirically derived exponent that
depends on the cooling method.

The winding hot spot time constant, can be calculated as

follows [2]:

TH ¼ 2:75� DHH-R

ð1þ PeÞ � S2
For Cu ð9Þ

Where TH is the winding time constant in minutes at the rated
load; Pe is the relative winding eddy losses; S is the current

density in A/mm2 at rated load.
Finally, the hot spot temperature is calculated by adding

the ambient temperature to the top oil temperature rise and

to the hot spot temperature rise, using:

HH ¼ HA þ DHH þ DHToil ð10Þ

Where HH is the hot spot temperature and HA is the ambient
temperature.

2.2. The simulation of thermal dynamic model

Figs. 1 and 2 show a simplified diagram for the thermal dy-
namic loading equations. At each discrete time the hot spot

temperature is assumed to consist of three components HA,
DHToil, and DHH. The model Eqs. (2)–(5) and (6)–(9) are
solved using MATLAB Simulink for IEEE top oil and hot

spot respectively.

3. Transformer thermal model

3.1. Top oil temperature model

The top oil thermal model is based on the equivalent thermal
circuit shown in Fig. 3. A simple RC circuit is employed to
ansformer temperature rise and loss of life in the presence of
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Figure 1 Simplified diagram of the thermal dynamic model.
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predict the top oil temperature Hoil. In the thermal model all
transformer losses are represented by a current source injecting

heat into the system. The capacitances are combined as one
lumped capacitance. The thermal resistance is represented by
a non-linear term [10–12].

The differential equation for the equivalent circuit is:

qTot ¼ CthOil

dHOil

dt
þ 1

RthOil

½HOil �HA�1=n ð11Þ

Where qTot is the heat generated by total losses, W; CthOil is the

oil thermal capacitance W min/�C; RthOil is the oil thermal
resistance �C/W; Hoil is the top oil temperature, �C; HA is
the ambient temperature, �C; n is the exponent that defines

the non-linearity.
Eq. (11) is then reduced as in [13]:

I2pubþ 1

bþ 1
½DHoil�R�1=n ¼ soil

dHOil

dt
½HOil �HA�1=n ð12Þ

Where Ipu is the load current per unit; b is the ratio of load to
no-load losses, conventionally R; soil is the top oil time con-

stant, min; DHoil-R is the rated top oil rise over ambient.
The non-linear thermal resistance is related to the many

physical parameters of an actual transformer. The most conve-

nient and commonly used form is:

q ¼ 1

Rth-R

� DH1=n ð13Þ

The exponent defining the non-linearity is traditionally n.

If the cooling is by natural convection, the cooling effect is
more than proportional to the temperature difference because
Figure 2 The thermal dynam

Please cite this article in press as: Gouda OE et al., Predicting tr
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the air flow will be faster, i.e. the convection will be greater. A
typical value for n is 0.8, which implies that the heat flow is
proportional to the 1.25th power of the temperature difference.

If the air is forced to flow faster by fans then n may increase.

3.2. Hot spot temperature model

In the thermal model the calculated winding losses generate the
heat at the hot spot location. The thermal resistance of the
insulation and the oil moving layer is represented by a non-lin-

ear term. The exponent defining the non-linearity is tradition-
ally m. The typical value used for m is 0.8. [14,15].

The hot spot thermal equation is based on the thermal

lumped circuit shown in Fig. 4 [13]. The differential equation
for the equivalent circuit is:

qw ¼ Cth-H

dHH

dt
þ 1

Rth-H

½HH �HOil�1=m ð14Þ

Where qW is the heat generated by losses at the hot spot loca-
tion, W; Cth-H is the winding thermal capacitance at the hot

spot location, W min/�C; R th-H is the thermal resistance at
the hot spot location, �C/W; HH is the hot spot temperature,
�C and; m is the exponent defining non-linearity.

Eq. (14) is then reduced to:

I2pu½1þ PEC-RðpuÞ�
1þ PEC�RðpuÞ

½DHH�R�1=m ¼ sH
dHH

dt
½HH �HOil�1=m ð15Þ

Where PEC-R(pu) are the rated eddy current losses at the hot spot
location; sH is the winding time constant at the hot spot loca-

tion, min; DHH-R is the rated hot spot rise over ambient.
The variation of losses with temperature is included in the

equation above using the resistance correction factor. Fig. 5
shows the final overall model. An analogous thermal model

and equivalent circuit for hot spot temperature determination
is also presented.

3.3. Simulation model

Figs. 6 and 7 show a simplified diagram and MATLAB Simu-
link of the thermal dynamic model. Eqs. (12) and (15) are

solved using MATLAB Simulink for thermal top oil and hot
spot models respectively. At each discrete time the top oil
temperature Hoil is calculated and it becomes the ambient
ic model by MATLAB.

ansformer temperature rise and loss of life in the presence of
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Figure 4 Thermal model for hot spot temperature.

Figure 3 Thermal model for top oil temperature.

Figure 5 Overall circuit model.

Figure 6 Simplified transformer thermal model.
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temperature in the calculation of the hot spot winding temper-
ature HH.

4. Comparison with measured results

The rated parameters, input model parameters and the loss of
25 MVA, 66/11 kV transformer are located in Tables 1 and 2
Please cite this article in press as: Gouda OE et al., Predicting tr
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respectively. Fig. 8 shows the transformer load cycle. The mea-

sured temperature results, which are recorded for 25 MVA, 66/
11 kV transformer during the load cycle are compared with re-
sults obtained by the calculation methods using IEEE model
and the thermal model presented in this paper. Figs. 9 and

10 show that the thermal models yield results are in agreement
with measured results, especially for the top oil temperature.
The calculated temperature results obtained by the IEEE mod-

el are also very good for the hot-spot temperature calculation
but less accurate for the top oil temperature.

5. Transformer thermal model in the presence of non-sinusoidal

load currents

Power system harmonic distortion can cause additional losses

and heating leading to a reduction of the expected normal life.
The load ability of a transformer is usually limited by the
allowable winding hot spot temperature and the acceptable

loss of insulation life (ageing) owing to the hot spot heating ef-
fect [16,17].

Existing loading guides have been based on the conserva-
tive assumptions of constant daily peak loads and the average
ansformer temperature rise and loss of life in the presence of
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Figure 7 The thermal model by MATLAB.

Table 1 Rated parameters of 25 MVA, 66/11 kV transformer.

High tension Low tension

Rated voltage (kV) 66 ± 8 · 1.25% 11.86 (N.L)

Rated current (A) 218.69 1217.011529

Rated output 25 MVA with ONAF cooling

Oil temperature alarm 85 �C Hotspot temperature alarm 95 �C
Oil temperature trip 95 �C Hotspot temperature trip 105 �C
1st fans group 55 �C 2nd fans group 65 �C
The weight of the oil in kilograms (kg) 10,800

Table 2 25 MVA, 66/11 kV, ONAF cooling thermal model parameters and losses.

Rated top oil rise over ambient temperature 38.3 �C pu eddy current losses at hot spot location, LV 0.69

Rated hot spot rise over top oil temperature 23.5 �C No load loss 17,500 W

Ratio of load loss to no load loss 5 Pdc losses (I2Rdc) 57,390 W

Top oil time constant 114 min PEC (eddy current losses) 10,690 W

Hot spot time constant 7 min POSL (other stray losses) 21,700 W

Exponent n 0.9 PTSL (total stray losses) 32,393 W

Exponent m 0.8 Total loss at rated 107,633 W

Predicting transformer temperature rise and loss of life 5
daily or monthly temperatures to which a transformer would
be subjected while in service.

5.1. The simulation model

To correctly predict transformer loss of life it is necessary to

consider the real distorted load cycle in the thermal model.
This would predict the temperatures more accurately and
hence the corresponding transformer insulation loss of life

(ageing). Other forms of deterioration caused by ageing are
not considered in the analysis and the approach here is limited
to the transformer thermal insulation life.

Based on the existing loading guides the impact of non-

sinusoidal loads on the hot spot temperature has been studied
in [18,19]. In order to estimate the transformer loss of life cor-
rectly, it is necessary to take into account the real load
Please cite this article in press as: Gouda OE et al., Predicting tr
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(harmonic spectrum), ambient variations and the characteris-
tics of transformer losses. The thermal model has to be modi-

fied to account for the increased losses due to the harmonic
currents as follows [4]:

The top oil equation:

b � I2pu þ 1

bþ 1
¼

PNL þ
Ph¼max

h¼1
I2
h

I2
R

�Pdc þPEC

Ph¼max
h¼1

I2
h

I2
R

� h2 þPOSL

Ph¼max
h¼1

I2
h

I2
R

� h0:8
� �

PNL-R þPLL-R

2
4

3
5

ð16Þ

Where PNL is the no load loss W, Pdc is the dc losses (I
2Rdc) W,

PEC is the eddy current losses W, POSL is the other stray losses
W, PNL-R is the rated no load loss W, PLL-R is the rated total
loss W, h is the harmonic order, hmax is the highest significant
harmonic number Ih is the current at harmonic order h and IR
is the fundamental current under rated frequency and load
conditions
ansformer temperature rise and loss of life in the presence of
ej.2012.01.003
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Figure 9 Top-oil temperature for 25-MVA, 66/11 kV, ONAF-cooled transformer.
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The hot spot equation:

I2pu½1þ PEC-RðpuÞ�
1þ PEC-RðpuÞ

¼

Ph¼max
h¼1

I2
h

I2
R

þ PEC-RðpuÞ
Ph¼max

h¼1

I2
h

I2
R

� h2
� �

1þ PEC-RðpuÞ
ð17Þ

When applying the above equation, the left hand side term is

replaced by the right hand side in Eqs. (12) and (15) and the
hot spot and top oil temperature are calculated. The thermal
model for linear and non-linear transformer loads is simulated

as shown in Fig. 11.
Insulation in power transformers is subject to ageing due to

the effects of heat, moisture and oxygen content. From these

parameters the hottest temperature in the winding determines
the thermal ageing of the transformer and also the risk of bub-
bling under severe load conditions.

The IEEE Guide [2] recommends that users select their own
assumed lifetime estimate. In this guide, 180,000 h (20.6 years)
Please cite this article in press as: Gouda OE et al., Predicting tr
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is used as a normal life. It is assumed that insulation deteriora-
tion can be modelled as a per unit quantity as follows [20]:

per unit life ¼ Ae
B

HHþ273

h i
ð18Þ

Where A is a modified constant based on the temperature
established for one per unit life and B is the ageing rate. For

a reference temperature of 110 �C, the equation for accelerated
ageing is [20]:

FAA ¼ e
15;000
383 �

15;000
HHþ273

h i
pu ð19Þ

The loss of life during a small interval dt can be defined as:

dL ¼ FAA dt ð20Þ
The loss of life over the given load cycle can be calculated by:

L ¼
Z

FAAdt ð21Þ
ansformer temperature rise and loss of life in the presence of
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Table 3 Non-sinusoidal input current load.

H IH H IH

1 100 27 0.23401
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Figure 10 Hot Spot temperature for 25 MVA, 66/11 kV, ONAF-cooled transformer.

Figure 11 The thermal Simulink model for linear and non-linear transformer loads.
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And the per unit loss of life factor is then:

LF ¼
R
FAAdtR

dt
ð22Þ
3 0.21671 29 0.11517

5 0.41084 31 0.12493

7 0.48541 33 0.20398

9 0.25618 35 2.2947

11 0.010393 37 2.2528

13 0.005771 39 0.22597

15 0.21357 41 0.10578

17 0.069256 43 0.097039

19 0.14582 45 0.16113

21 0.22941 47 1.2319

23 0.004097 49 1.3299

25 0.003478
5.2. The results

The power loss of 25 MVA of the power transformer is given
in Table 2. The non-sinusoidal currents at different harmonic
orders are measured from the toshka pumping station at low

tension of 25 MVA, 66/11 kV, ONAF cooling are given in Ta-
ble 3. The calculated top oil and hot spot temperature with
harmonics and without harmonics at constant load cycle show

that the top oil temperature in transformer with non-sinusoidal
current is greater than without by ten degrees and hot spot
temperature by thirteen degree as shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

The insulation loss of life is usually taken to be a good indica-
tor of transformer loss of life. The transformer hot spot
Please cite this article in press as: Gouda OE et al., Predicting tr
harmonic load currents, Ain Shams Eng J (2012), doi:10.1016/j.as
temperature is approximately 130 �C, and then LF would be

about two. The transformer would lose all of its life in half
ansformer temperature rise and loss of life in the presence of
ej.2012.01.003
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Figure 12 The calculated top oil temperature with &without harmonics input load.
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of its chosen normal life. This increase in temperature has an
effect on the loss of life of transformer as shown in Fig. 14.

6. Conclusion

A MATLAB SIMULINK IEEE and thermal models has been
established to determine the transformer hot spot and oil tem-

peratures. The models are applied on 25 MVA, 66/11 kV
ONAF cooling transformer units at varying load and the re-
sults are compared to the measured temperatures results. It

is shown that the thermal model yield results are in agreement
with the measured results, especially for the top oil tempera-
ture. The results obtained by the IEEE model are also very

good for the hot spot temperature calculation but less accurate
for the top oil temperature. The calculated top oil and hot spot
temperatures with and without harmonic loads are calculated

under constant load the shows that top oil temperature in
transformer with harmonic current is greater than without
by ten degrees and hot spot temperature by thirteen degree.
The increase in the transformer temperature would lose all

of its life in half of its chosen normal life.
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